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Abstract. Investment in higher education is an essential prerequisite for economic growth and national competitiveness as well as for achieving a higher level of prosperity. To implement it, an important role is played by various affecting factors, including the quality of the physical environment of an educational institution that affects the learning process, determines physical and mental self-feeling and motivation and contributes to emotional and behavioural responses. In view of the fact that the millennial generation, whose values differ from those of previous generations, enters universities, the research aim is to examine students’ expectations towards the physical environment in higher education institutions. The research was carried out at the Latvia University of Life Sciences and Technologies that is a classical university of biotechnology and technology with 155 years of tradition. The research analysed the physical environment through three aspects: the layout and size of study rooms, ergonomics and technologies, and the informal environment and comfort. A survey of young students revealed that in describing an ideal study room, students demonstrated the values typical of the millennial generation – they stressed the roles of technologies and comfort. However, if the role of the teaching personnel is contrasted with the availability of technologies in the physical environment for studies, the technologies lose their value. The student opinions on the physical environment for studies showed homogeneity, yet the ratings of some aspects represented statistically significant differences between the social science students and the students studying other sciences.
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Introduction

The Education Development Guidelines for 2014-2020 prescribe that education is important for every individual, the family, society and the country as a whole. This is a way towards the quality of individual lives, a knowledge society, economic growth and prosperity. Besides, investment in higher education is an essential prerequisite for economic growth and national competitiveness as well as for achieving a higher level of prosperity [1]. To implement it, an important role is played by various affecting factors, including the quality of the physical environment of an educational institution.

For a number of years, various research studies [2-3] reveal that student achievements do not depend only on the curricula, teaching techniques and social relations, but also on the physical environment of an educational institution, as the environment of a higher education institution in its various levels has an impact on the course of personality socialisation and culturalization as well as on its intensity [4]. The physical asset and facilities environment give educational institutions their appropriate shape and atmosphere for teaching and learning [5] and is one of the factors that provide quality [6]. Besides, a number of research investigations into constructivism [7-8] stress that the physical environment for studies plays an essential role in the learning process as well as determines physical and mental self-feeling, contributes to motivation and various emotional and behavioural responses [9] and impacts on students’ wellbeing [10]; therefore, it is important to examine what the physical environment, in which it is possible to effectively process information, actively build up one’s knowledge, competences and ability to study independently, has to look like.

Since the beginning of the 20th century, a number of important research studies have been done in pedagogy and social psychology on the impacts of the environment on an individual’s behaviour, cooperation between the schoolchild and the teacher, satisfaction with the environment and other essential aspects [11]. However, research on the physical environment for learning in Latvia mainly focuses on the environment for learning at school as a place for socialisation and experience build-up [4], as a social and pedagogical system [12-13], as working environment for schoolchildren and teachers [14] and a characteriser of the school’s culture [15-16]. However, it is urgent to research the physical environment at higher education institutions and its role in the learning process, as the generation that enters universities in recent years considerably differs from the previous generations.

The vast majority of first-year undergraduate students are called millennials, they have different learning habits compared with their predecessors [17] and different expectations towards the physical
environment. Millennials are the generation born after 1982, in a period, when the digital technology and the Internet developed. However, the millennial generation emerged in Latvia only in the early 1990s, i.e. after the collapse of the Soviet Union, because the characteristics and division of generations make major influences in the environment, within which early human socialisation occurs [18].

Millennials expect technologies in classrooms [19], more society integrated learning environment [20-21] and they are no longer fixed on one place for their studies [22]. The learning environment is not only a classroom anymore, learning can happen anywhere, because students are learning in diverse environments. Every place can become a learning atmosphere, where knowledge can be discovered [19].

The research aim is to examine students’ expectations towards the physical environment in higher education institutions. To achieve the aim, the following specific research tasks are set: 1) to examine the theoretical aspects of a physical environment; 2) to characterise students’ expectations towards the physical environment in Latvia, by counteracting millennial and generation X values.

Materials and methods

The research was based on a questionnaire survey, in which millennial students were asked about their expectations towards the physical environment. The survey was made at the Latvia University of Life Sciences and Technologies, which is one of the largest universities in Latvia that prepares professionals in biosciences, engineering and social sciences. The questionnaires were handed out to 365 first- and second-year students of different study programmes. Students were in the age from 18 to 21 years. The survey period was January, 2017.

The students’ expectations were measured on a semantic differential scale of nine categories, and each of the expectation indicators was expressed as a pair of two opposite assertions. In every pair of assertions, one of the assertions reflected the opinion of the millennial generation about the university, while the other showed the values of generation X. Values of different generations are extracted from social researches about youth and adults, and their life preferences [18]. In this way, examining every pair of assertions allowed identifying the values of a generation, which the students associated themselves with. Choosing a category from 1 to 3 meant that the students preferred the values of the millennial generation, while the choice of a category from 5 to 7 indicated an opinion of someone from Generation X. However, the choice of a category numbered 4 indicated a neutral opinion, showing no concrete value preference. Central trend and dispersion indicators, i.e. the arithmetic mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) were employed in processing and analysing the survey data [18]. The questionnaire was originally made for this survey, and physical environment as construct was measured on a small scale sample size using only 9 items (Cronbach’s-Alfa coefficient varies among 0.59-0.63), therefore, assertions have acceptable internal consistency. Non-parametric tests (Mann-Whitney test) were employed to analyse differences in the opinion of bioscience, engineering and social science students, as according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results the data acquired did not match a normal distribution.

Results and discussion

**Theoretical aspects of a physical environment.** The concept of environment is interdisciplinary, as it is researched by natural, social, humanitarian and engineering sciences [11]. In a broader sense, it represents everything that surrounds us, most often it is understood as a set of certain circumstances and impacts [4]. R. Burceva distinguishes the following environmental contexts that continuously interact with one another: physical, social, psychological, informative and pedagogical. The identified environmental contexts for education are not subordinated to one another, yet they are interdependent and pliable, and symbiotic attitudes exist among them. The mutual interaction of the components occurs nonlinearly and in several directions simultaneously, while maintaining some balance [4].

Analysing the physical environment in particular, researchers focus on the most essential criteria for it: rooms of an educational institution and the surrounding environment [23], functionality (size, layout and furniture of the room etc.), ergonomics (lighting, temperature, ventilation, sounds etc.) and the aesthetic of the physical environment [24]. Technical equipment and the availability of work and resting rooms are stressed in particular [9]. The physical environment in higher education involves the
provision of buildings, classrooms, hostels, staff quarters, workshops, laboratories, ICT centers, libraries, health centers and sports facilities [5]. The physical environment is analyzed in three aspects: the layout and size of study rooms, ergonomics and technologies, the informal environment and comfort.

As pointed out in various research investigations into the environment [11], it is not possible to employ or design a single ideal model for the environment for studies, as the youth establish relationships differently and adapt to requirements. Studying does not take place in some neutral room, but in a specific temporal, spatial, social, cultural and economic environment; consequently, student teaching experience might be different within one study course. Individuals could perceive one and the same room differently. Besides, the environment for studies for millennial students is not only their university, but also other human-made environmental objects, e.g. a library, the home, an enterprise etc. as well as the virtual environment [11]. Millennial students expect that study rooms are open in a 24/7 mode (all days per week and without time restrictions), they have fast access to resources (library) or support [19]. Research studies indicate that nowadays, education environments have two forms – traditional and virtual education environments [25].

Upon beginning their studies, the youth choose their environments themselves, which determine their abilities and possibilities to analyze and assess diverse and changing processes, develop independent research skills and build up professional competences in future, thereby turning into personalities [4]. However, the expectations often do not match the reality; consequently, the studies are discontinued because of various factors, including dissatisfaction with the physical environment. Even though a lot of efforts have been made to enhance infrastructures at universities in Latvia in recent years by using EU funding, thereby making the physical environment better equipped, structured and modern, and the process of studies is entered by various technologies [26], the available funding is not sufficient. The Education Development Guidelines for 2014-2020 state that it is necessary to raise the quality of studies through enhancing curricula and infrastructure [1].

**Millennial student expectations towards the physical environment at university.** The ratings of the physical environment by students show inclination towards the values of the millennial generation, preferring the ergonomics, comfort and technological opportunities of the physical environment, if choosing between two alternatives. Such expectations towards the physical environment are observed for most of the criteria related to an ideal study room (Fig. 1).
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**Fig.1. Average ratings of physical environment for studies and dispersion of ratings:** a scale of 1-7 shows inclination towards the values of the millennial generation, where 1 is the strongest inclination, while 7 is the weakest inclination.
Ergonomics and technologies. The highest agreement among the students was observed for seats and their ergonomics: comfortable and soft seats were preferred more often than the alternative “seats play no important role”; therefore, the average rating of the criterion “importance of the seat” was 2.14 (SD 1.52). However, there were statistically significant differences between the social science students and the students studying other sciences ($p < 0.05$), as they stressed the importance of the seat more frequently than the others. Overall, if choosing between two alternatives, only 9% of the surveyed youth revealed that seats in their ideal study room were not important, while 6% gave a neutral rating to this criterion and did not specify whether it was important to them.

However, along with the importance of a seat, the technologies and layout of a study room were also important. As regards the criterion “wi-fi availability”, most of the surveyed youth (77%) preferred the alternative “wi-fi is available and used during classes” with different levels of agreement; the average rating was 2.37 (SD 1.63). The criterion “interactive whiteboard availability”, rated by the students, had fewer extreme ratings than the criteria regarding seats and wi-fi had, yet overall, 63% preferred an interactive whiteboard rather than a flipchart. In the result, the average rating of this criterion was 2.73 (SD 1.52). Besides, a relatively large number of the surveyed youth (28%) did not give a particular rating.

If contrasted with the role of the teaching personnel, the role of technologies in the physical environment for studies was not rated highly by the youth. It is interesting that in case the youth had to choose between an inspiring speech and presentation equipment (a projector, a screen), 79%, with different levels of agreement, would prefer an inspiring speech in their ideal study room. This means that the social aspect is very important for the millennial generation; furthermore, in case of choice, it plays a more essential role that technologies do. The criterion “teaching personnel vs presentation equipment” was rated, on average, at 2.27 (SD 1.57), which indicated overwhelming prevalence of the teaching personnel over the latter. Besides, the ratings of this criterion, just like those of importance of seats and wi-fi availability, showed that the youth demonstrated the highest inclination towards the values of the millennial generation.

Layout and size of rooms. The ratings of the layout of an ideal study room showed that the youth opinions differed, and the ratings were lower for the assertions that reflected the values of the millennial generation. Explicitly more traditional expectations related to the layout of a study room. A classical auditorium with a rostrum for a university lecturer as an ideal solution was chosen by 52% of the surveyed youth, thereby preferring the traditional layout of the study room, while an auditorium laid out as a round table for discussion promoting the interaction of the youth involved in the learning process was favoured by 21%. The average rating of the criterion “layout of a study room” was 4.67 (SD 1.76), which was the highest for all the criteria of the physical environment for studies, reflecting the heterogeneity of values of the surveyed youth. There were statistically significant differences among the students of all the three sciences ($p < 0.05$), yet the social science students (with an average rating of 5.20) and the engineering students (M 4.81) preferred the traditional layout of a study room.

It is also indicated by the differences in the opinion on the size of an ideal study room, as 40% would prefer studying in a small room for seminars, while 36% would wish a large auditorium for lectures. The average rating of the criterion “auditorium size” was 3.93 (SD 1.69), which overall indicated unconvincing agreement on the values of the millennial generation. Most often, the social science students (M 5.10) and the bioscience students (M 3.99) would prefer studying in a large auditorium for lectures, thereby reflecting the highest preference for the values of generation X. It could be considered a statistically significant difference between the student groups ($p < 0.05$).

Informal environment and comfort. As regards the criterion „informal atmosphere vs formal environment”, the youth mainly prefer the informal environment; however, they mainly associated the layout of a study room with a classical, formal auditorium. An informal atmosphere rather than a formal environment was preferred by 58% of the surveyed youth. The average rating of this criterion was 3.33 (SD 1.65), and it mainly reflected the expectations of the millennial generation, although the dispersion of the opinions was relatively high.

Similarly to an informal atmosphere, the youth rated additional comforts in a study room – a place for a rest and the availability of drinks/snacks. The opinions on the need for them were different and
dispersed. Nevertheless, the average ratings showed inclination towards the values of the millennial generation, i.e. the need for such comforts. Of the surveyed youth, 24% wished to see equipment needed only for studies in study rooms, while 18% did not give any rating. Overall, the average rating of the criterion “resting-place availability” was 3.39 (SD 1.8), while the criterion “drink/snack availability” was rated, on average, at 3.28 (SD 1.89). Besides, there were statistically significant differences in the ratings of drink/snack availability among the student groups (p < 0.05) and in the ratings of resting-place availability between the engineering and the social science students (p < 0.05). Overall, the students preferred additional comforts in their ideal study room and did not favour the approach that only equipment needed for studies has to be present in the study room.

Conclusions
1. The quality of the physical environment of an educational institution is very important for provision of effective study process. According to scientific researches it affects the learning process, determines physical and mental self-feeling and motivation, and contributes to emotional and behavioural responses. However, individuals could perceive one and the same room differently; besides, for millennial students, the environment for studies is not only the university, but also any other human-made environmental objects, e.g. a library, the home, an enterprise etc. as well as the virtual environment.
2. In the study, 365 first- and second-year bioscience, engineering and social science students of the Latvia University of Life Sciences and Technologies rated three aspects of the physical environment: the layout and size of study rooms, ergonomics and technologies, and the informal environment and comfort. The students’ expectations were measured on a semantic differential scale of seven categories.
3. In describing an ideal study room, students demonstrated the values typical of the millennial generation – the important roles of technologies and comfort. However, if the role of a university lecturer is contrasted with the availability of technologies in the physical environment for studies, the technologies lose their value.
4. The student opinions on the physical environment for studies showed homogeneity, yet the ratings of some aspects represented the specifics of social sciences and statistically significant differences between the social science students and the students studying other sciences. The social science students preferred a classically equipped physical environment with large, amphitheatre-type auditoriums, yet, they stressed the need for additional comforts and ergonomics of seats.
5. It is important to continue modernisation of the environment for studies at higher education institutions, given the expectations of millennial students and the increasing role of the ICT in the learning process.
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